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Abstract: Recently, reactive dyes have attracted a lot of attention for dye-sensitized solar cell applica-
tions. This study endeavors to design dye sensitizers with enhanced efficiency for photovoltaic cells
by modifying the reactive blue 5 (RB 5) and reactive brown 10 (RB 10) dyes. Three different strategies
were used to design the sensitizers, and their efficiency was compared using the density functional
theory (DFT). The optimized geometry, bang gap values, the density of states, electrostatic potential
surface analysis, and theoretical FT-IR absorption spectra of the sensitizers were obtained. In the first
strategy, functional groups (electron-donating (C2H5), electron-withdrawing (–NO2) groups) were
anchored onto dye molecules, and their effect on the charge transport properties was evaluated using
the DFT analysis. The latter two designs were based on a donor-π-acceptor strategy. The second
design consisted of intramolecular donor-acceptor regions separated by a benzodithiophene-based
π-spacer. In the third strategy, an external acceptor unit was attached to the dye molecules through
the benzodithiophene-based π-spacer. The electron-donating strengths of donor moieties in the
donor-π-acceptor systems were studied using B3LYP/6-31G level DFT calculations. The quantum
chemical analysis of the three designs revealed that the anchoring of functional groups (–NO2 and
C2H5) on the dye molecules showed no impact on the charge transport properties. The introduction
of a benzodithiophene-based π-spacer improved the conjugation of the dye sensitizers, which en-
hanced the electron transport properties. The electron transport properties further improved when an
external acceptor unit was attached to the dye molecule containing a π-spacer. It was thus concluded
that attaching an external acceptor unit to the donor dye molecule containing a π-spacer produced
desired results for both of the dyes.
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1. Introduction

Over the years, unprecedented human population growth, technological advances,
and industrial sectors have necessitated an increased energy supply. Renewable energy
sources are expanding quickly but not enough to satisfy a strong rebound in global electric-
ity demand. With its limitless amount, solar energy is considered one of the most promising
renewable energy sources for the future [1,2]. The fact that solar energy reaching earth
is four times higher than today’s global energy consumption has motivated researchers
to explore the domain of photovoltaics and solar cells [3–6]. Solar cells exhibit the po-
tential of transforming solar energy into electrical energy. The second half of the 20th
century witnessed advances in the first and second-generation solar cells. The emerging
third-generation solar cells, such as organic/inorganic perovskite solar cells [7,8], inorganic
solar cells [9,10], organic tandem solar cells [11–13], quantum dot solar cells [14–16], and
dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) [17–19], are still in the process of commercialization [20].
Among these, the dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) represent one of the most promising
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solar cell structures and are observed as a substitute for silicon solar cells [21]. The simple
design and low-cost technology of DSSC further stimulated significant research interest to
enhance their performance. Conventional metal sensitizer-based designs require high costs
and are likely to generate toxic by-products during the synthesis procedures. Organic dyes
have gained remarkable importance in DSSC applications. DSSC uses a dye instead of a
semiconductor to trap light.

A Dye-sensitive photo-anode, a counter-electrode, and a redox electrolyte form a
DSSC. The dye-sensitized photo-anode is responsible for light absorption and charge
injection, whereas the counter-electrode reduces the redox pair. The redox electrolyte, on
the other hand, is for dye reduction. An ideal photoanode for DSSCs should meet the
requirements of fast electronic transport, high specific surface area, and low interfacial
electron recombination [22]. The performance of the DSSC as a unit rests on the efficiency of
its components as the light absorption and charge transport are separated. As a result, the
advancement of each component leads to improvements in the DSSC’s overall performance.
The dye sensitizer is a significant and interesting part of DSSC to advance performance [23].
Among various dyes that are currently being explored for DSSC applications, reactive dyes,
a family of anionic dyes, are promising candidates to design highly efficient photoanodes
due to their small HLG (difference between the energies of highest occupied molecular
orbitals, HOMO, and lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals, LUMO energies) leading to
easier electron transportability [24–27]. Anionic dyes exhibit charge accretion regions,
indicating the possibility of their ability to act as donors. Moreover, reactive dyes are
rich in functional moieties; therefore, providing a scope further to enhance the efficiency
of the reactive Dye-based dye sensitizers. The functional moieties enable the synthetic
transformations and improve the grafting of dye molecules onto the metal oxide surface,
thus making electron injection more feasible.

The challenging part in designing a DSSC is choosing suitable organic dye and its
modifications [28]. Recent studies have proposed several structural changes in organic
dyes to obtain a high power conversion yield. Janjua et al. [29] incorporated thiophene,
3-hexylthiophene, and 3,4–Ethyldioxythiophene as p-bridges to the structure of TH305,
which resulted in indifferent electron recombination, hence, affecting the cell performances.
Similarly, Tian et al. [30] showed that structural tailoring with different p-bridges caused
considerable differences in the redox potential of dyes. Zhang et al. [14] showed that
the extension of π conjugation could efficiently improve the absorption intensity and red
shift of the absorption spectra. Xie et al. [31,32] investigated the influence of electric field
direction on the photovoltaic performance of arylamine organic dye sensitizers. Delgado-
Montiel [33] studied the effect of azomethine containing π-bridges on the efficiency of
the dye sensitizers. Maurya et al. [34] reported using a natural dye extracted from Cassia
fistula as a photosensitizer and fabricated a TiO2-based DSSC that exhibited η = 0.21. Gao
et al. [35] showed that graphene quantum dots and anthoxanthin dye composites are
efficient sensitizers. Ethyl red dye and its derivatives were reported to be used as material
sensitizers in DSSCs [36]. The effect of geometry on the electronic properties of azo Dye-
based sensitizer has been investigated [37]. Pounraj et al. [38] showed that the π-bridge
configuration in the triphenylamine-based dye structures affects the electronic properties of
the sensitizers. One of the most efficient and widely used strategies employed in designing
the dye sensitizers is to have a donor-π bridge-acceptor (D-π-A) bipolar configuration.
The donor group (D) is electron-rich and is linked through a conjugated linker (π bridge)
to the electron acceptor group (A), directly anchored on the photoanode surface, such as
TiO2. This dye sensitizer structure can induce the intramolecular charge transfer from
the donor part to the acceptor part during photo-excitation. It is favored for effective
charge separation and the injection of photoexcited electrons into the conduction band of
photoanode material. However, the efficiency of the dye can be greatly improved by suitable
modification on donor [39–41], π-spacer [38,42–44], and acceptor subunits [45–47]. Of these
strategies, the modification at a donor moiety significantly improves the efficiency of DSSC.
This is because increasing the electron-donating strength generally leads to the widening
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and intensification in the absorption region. The molecule’s electronic properties greatly
influence the factors that govern the efficiency of dye sensitizers, such as charge transport,
photo-excitation, and electron injection. Thus, it is necessary to have a fundamental
understanding of the electronic structures of the dye molecule to understand the charge
separation and electron transfer separation mechanism [48,49].

Many theoreticians have successfully implemented the above-discussed approach to
design dye sensitizers [50,51]. Very few reports are available on the theoretical investigation
of the reactive Dye-based sensitizers to design an efficient DSSC. This work investigates
novel yet simple strategies for designing reactive brown 10 (RB 10) and reactive blue 5
(RB 5)-based dye sensitizers. An attempt was made to improve the electronic transport
properties of the dye molecules using three strategies. The feasibility of anchoring different
functional groups at fixed positions on dye molecules was examined. The enhancement in
the electronic properties of the organic counterpart was monitored with the introduction
of a π-spacer between the intramolecular donor-acceptor regions. Another strategy of
attaching the π-spacer to the dye molecule by an acceptor unit was tried. The density
functional theory (DFT) calculations were employed to compare the efficiency of these
three strategies. The electrostatic potential maps, electron localization function, the density
of states (DOS) plot, and the HOMO-LUMO were obtained to understand the effect of
functional groups and π-spacer on the electronic properties of the modified reactive dyes.

2. Computational Details

To perform the DFT level calculations, the Gaussian 09 software (Gaussian Inc.,
Wallingford, CT, USA) was used [52]. The molecule’s geometry has great importance
in determining the charge properties of the dyes [53]. To optimize the ground state geome-
tries of the structures, the Becke, 3-parameter Lee–Yang–Parr (B3LYP) model and 6-31G
basis set were used [54]. The electrostatic potential map helps gain a qualitative indication
of the nature of charge transfer from the donor to the acceptor [55]. The quantification of
the electron-donating strength of donors in the donor-π-acceptor system was examined
by the electrostatic potential analysis using the Avogadro package [56]. The electrostatic
potential at point r in the vicinity of a molecular system in the atomic unit can be calculated
from the electron density using the following equation [57].

V(r) =
N

∑
A

ZA

|r− RA|
−

∫
ρ(r′)dr′

|r− r′| (1)

where N is the total number of nuclei present in the molecular system, ZA is the charge
on the nucleus A at a distance RA, r′ is a dummy integration variable, and ρ(r′) is the
electron density.

To obtain the electron localization functions, which measure the likelihood of an electron
in the neighburhood space of a reference atom, the Multiwfn package [58] was used.

ELF(r) =
1

1 + χ2
σ(r)

(2)

where χσ is a dimensionless localization index that expresses electron localization for the
uniform electron gas.

The frontier molecular orbital spacing and their energies play a crucial role in influenc-
ing the DSSC system’s charge transport [28]. The Avogadro package was used to perform
frontier molecular orbital analysis and determine the HOMO-LUMO distribution of the
optimized geometries. The HLG was calculated using the following equation:

HLG = ELUMO − EHOMO (3)
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The density of states (DOS) of the modified dye sensitizer was calculated using the
Gaussum package [59]. The DOS indicates the number of different states at a particular
energy level that electrons are allowed to occupy [60].

3. Design of RB 5 and RB 10-Based Dye Sensitizers

Dye sensitizers based on the RB 5 and RB 10 dyes (Figure 1) were designed and tested
using quantum chemical calculations for improved electron transportability.
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Figure 1. Chemical structures of (a) RB 5 and (b) RB 10 dye.

Three different strategies were employed for the modification of the dyes.

(i) A suitable functional group (–Cl) was replaced in the dye molecules with an electron-
donating –C2H5 (Et) group and an electron-withdrawing –NO2 group.

The yield and the synthetic feasibility are the two critical factors that govern the DSSC
production’s economic viability. Reactive dyes have a variety of functional groups attached
to the core phenyl rings, and thus, a variety of transformations are possible. Due to a variety
of functional moieties in reactive dyes, transformations on them are feasible. However,
transformations involving the replacement of –Cl groups with desired moieties are much
simpler [61]. Hence, the –Cl group on both the dye molecules was replaced with desired
groups, namely –C2H5 (Et) and –NO2.

Both RB 5 and RB 10 dyes showed intramolecular donor (aromatic ring) and acceptor
(triazine ring) regions [62]. One of the major reasons for selecting reactive dyes with intra-
molecular donor and acceptor regions is their synthetic feasibility. Identification of the
intramolecular donor and acceptor groups in a dye molecule can help design an effective
sensitizer during the synthetic process of a dye molecule. This can significantly reduce
the use of materials, eliminate the toxic by-products, and improve the economic viability
of the process. The choice of a π-spacer greatly influences the activity of the sensitizer
molecule and hence the efficiency of the DSSC [25]. Nithyanandan et al. [63] reported that a
benzodithiophene π-spacer (Figure 3) with alkyl chains improved efficiency. The reported
benzodithiophene-based π-spacer was chosen (coded as BDTA) to design a dye sensitizer
based on the donor-π-acceptor strategy.

(ii) (Intramolecular donor and acceptor units of the dyes were identified and connected
with the BDTA spacer, as depicted in Figure 3.

(iii) The π-spacer was attached externally to the dye molecule at a suitable position,
followed by the attachment of an acceptor group, cyanoacrylic acid (coded as A), as
depicted in Figure 2.
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Figure 3. Introduction of the BDTA spacer between the intramolecular donor and acceptor units of
(a) RB 5 and (b) RB 10 dye.

The reactive Dye-based sensitizers were obtained by the functional modification of
dyes (RB 5–Et, RB 5–NO2, RB 10–Et, and RB 10–NO2) and by the introduction of BDTA π-
spacer to form a donor-π-acceptor type system (RB 5–BDTA, RB 5–BDTA–A, RB 10–BDTA,
and RB 10–BDTA–A). These modified molecules were compared using the DFT studies to
determine the best suitable strategy.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Modified Reactive Blue 5 as a Dye Sensitizer

The DFT optimized geometries of the RB 5, RB 5–Et, RB 5–NO2, RB 5–BDTA, and
RB 5–BDTA–A dye sensitizers are shown in Figure 4. The non-planar geometry of these
molecules arose due to the non-zero dihedral angle. All the RB 5 Dye-based sensitizers
showed the presence of a hydrogen bond between the H atom of the –NH group and the
electronegative O atom of the –SO3H group that resided in its close vicinity. In the case
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of RB 5–NO2, the –SO3H on the adjacent ring underwent free rotation and was hydrogen-
bonded to the O atom of the –NO2 group (Figure 4c). The alkyl chain of BDTA in RB
5–BDTA and RB 5–BDTA–A forced the aromatic rings of the dye to go out of a plane to
achieve a geometry of minimum energy (Figure 4d,e). This led to increased H-bondings as
the atoms showing H-bonding came closer. The carbon atoms in the alkyl chain of the BDTA
were in their preferred staggered conformation, which maximized the distance between
the repulsive bonding pairs. The staggered conformation indicated the possibility of active
hyperconjugation effects in the alkyl chain that stabilizes the staggered conformation [64].
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(e) RB 5–BDTA–A dye sensitizers. (Red—O, Yellow—S, Green—Cl, Blue—N, Grey—C, White—H).

The electrostatic potential maps were evaluated to determine the charge distribution
in the RB 5 Dye-based sensitizers (Figure 5). The red color denotes the electronegative
potential site, and the blue color indicates the potential electropositive site. The –SO3H
groups showed a substantial charge accretion in the RB 5 molecule and the modified RB
5 sensitizers (RB 5–Et, RB 5–NO2, RB 5–BDTA, and RB 5–BDTA–A). The aromatic rings
were in the charge depleted regions in RB 5 and RB 5 modified with Et and NO2. Overall,
the charge localized regions were visible in the RB 5, RB 5–Et, and RB 5–NO2 dye sensitizers.
After introducing the BDTA π-spacer, the charge distribution changed in RB 5–BDTA and
RB 5–BDTA–A resulting, in a shift towards the π-donor junction. The charge accretion
was observed near the carbon atoms of the BDTA π-spacer and supports the fact that alkyl
groups exhibit an electron-donating tendency. This shift of the charge density towards
the π-donor junction indicated that introducing a π-spacer either internally or externally
facilitated the donor-acceptor charge transport compared to the –Et and –NO2-modified
RB 5 dye sensitizers. The improved donor to acceptor charge transport made RB 5–BDTA
and RB 5–BDTA–A suitable for an efficient DSSC system.
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Figure 6 shows the electron localization function for the optimized geometries of RB 5,
RB 5–Et, RB 5–NO2, RB 5–BDTA, and RB 5–BDTA–A dye sensitizers. The electron density
on the triazine ring was low, while the localization of electrons was higher on the atoms
belonging to the donor unit, especially the –SO3H group. This was true for all the modified
RB 5 dye sensitizers. This was in accordance with the results from the previous results.

The ground state HOMO-LUMO energies and the HLG values of the RB 5-based
studied dye sensitizers (RB 5–Et, RB 5–NO2, RB 5–BDTA, and RB 5–BDTA–A) are reported
in Table 1. The effect of the –NO2 and –Et groups on the HLG value of RB 5 was not
prominent because of their inability to influence the large RB 5 structure. The –NO2
group, being an electron-withdrawing group, reduced the electron density on the RB 5
dye sensitizer. Whereas the –Et group, being an electron-donating group, enhanced the
electron transport. This was in accordance with the above results. Hence, substitution
by electron-donating groups at the donor unit is favorable. RB 5–BDTA–A possessed the
lowest value of HLG, i.e., 1.60 eV. The highest destabilization of the HOMO energy level for
RB 5–BDTA led to the lowest HLG value [65]. Conversely, RB 5–NO2 exhibited the highest
value of HLG (2.30 eV). This was attributed to the highest destabilization of LUMO energy
levels. Thus, it was inferred that RB 5–BDTA–A showed better electron transportability.
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Table 1. The HOMO-LUMO energies and the HLG value of RB 5, RB 5–Et, RB 5–NO2, and (e) RB
5–BDTA dye sensitizers.

RB 5 RB 5–Et RB 5–NO2 RB 5–BDTA RB 5–BDTA–A

HOMO
(eV) −5.71 −5.64 −5.76 −5.26 −5.61

LUMO
(eV) −3.43 −3.39 −3.46 −3.48 −4.01

HLG
(eV) 2.28 2.25 2.30 1.78 1.60

The HOMO-LUMO distribution on the optimized RB 5, RB 5–Et, RB 5–NO2, RB 5–
BDTA, and RB 5–BDTA–A dye sensitizer structures are presented in Figure 7. The HOMOs
of the RB 5, RB 5–Et, and RB 5–NO2 dye sensitizers were localized over two of the three
fused aromatic rings of RB 5 dye. The LUMOs of the RB 5, RB 5–Et, and RB 5–NO2 dye
sensitizers were localized on the remaining tailing end of the RB 5 moiety with a small degree
of delocalization where the aromatic rings are fused. In the case of the RB 5–BDTA, the
HOMOs were distributed over the donor unit, and the LUMOs resided on the BDTA π-spacer.
The HOMO-LUMO of the RB 5–BDTA–A resided mainly near the donor-acceptor region.

Figure 8 shows the theoretically calculated FT-IR spectra of the RB 5, RB 5–Et, RB
5–NO2, and RB 5–BDTA dye sensitizers. The IR spectra of RB 5 showed a strong stretching
at 1520 cm−1 due to the aromatic rings. The bands at 1672 and 3045 cm−1 were attributed to
the –C=O and =C–H stretching vibrations, respectively. The C–N stretching vibrations were
observed at 1235 cm−1. The IR spectra for RB 5–Et, RB 5–NO2, and RB 5–BDTA showed
similar spectra. However, the intensity of peaks between 1500 and 1550 cm−1 increased
due to –NO2 stretching in the spectra of RB 5–NO2. Additional bands appeared in the
IR spectra RB 5–BDTA–A. A very weak band at 2230 cm−1 appeared due to the nitrile
stretching. An olefinic carbon of cyanoacrylic acid showed a band at 3090 cm−1 due to the
olefinic –C–H stretching. In RB 5–BDTA–A, the C–H stretching peaks were more profound.
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5–BDTA–A dye sensitizers.

The DOS plot of RB 5, RB 5–Et, RB 5–NO2, RB 5–BDTA, and RB 5–BDTA–A are
depicted in Figure 9. The donor units in both the donor-π-acceptor concept-based designs
offered a maximum contribution to the frontier molecular orbital in all the investigated RB
5-based dye sensitizers. The bandgaps obtained from the DOS revealed that among RB 5,
RB 5–Et, RB 5–NO2, RB 5–BDTA, and RB 5–BDTA–A dye sensitizers, the frontier molecular
orbitals of RB 5–BDTA and RB 5–BDTA–A were closely spaced compared to others and
favored the effective electron injection. This is in good agreement with the HOMO-LUMO
distributions. Based on the DOS plots, it was inferred that after the introduction of BDTA
(i.e., in RB 5–BDTA and RB 5–BDTA–A), the ability of the sensitizers increased as the HLG
was small. A smaller HLG allows easy electron excitations and thus help in improving the
efficiency of DSSC. Dyes with low HLG are preferred for DSSC applications [66]. Thus,
these findings can be used to extend the application of reactive dyes for DSSC applications.
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4.2. Modified Reactive Brown 10 as Dye Sensitizer

The DFT optimized geometries of the RB 10, RB 10–Et, RB 10–NO2, RB 10–BDTA, and
RB 10–BDTA–A structures are shown in Figure 10. The RB 10, RB 10–Et, and RB 10–NO2
geometries were planar. Since the –Et and –NO2 groups were far apart from any other groups,
no intramolecular interactions were seen in the RB 10–Et and RB 10–NO2 sensitizers. The RB
10–BDTA and RB 10–BDTA–A molecules exhibited a non-planar structure. The bulky alkyl
substituent on the π-spacer was responsible for this deviation from the planar structure.

The electrostatic potential maps of the RB 10 Dye-based sensitizers (RB 10, RB 10–Et,
RB 10–NO2, RB 10–BDTA, and RB 10–BDTA–A) are shown in Figure 11. The red color
denotes the electronegative potential site, and the blue color denotes the electropositive
potential site. The triazine ring was in the electron depletion region. In contrast, the two
fused benzylic rings and the –COOH substituted benzene ring linked by an N–N linkage
were in the negative electrostatic potential region. A slight rise in the charge accretion
was observed near the π-donor unit junction in RB 10–BDTA and RB 10–BDTA–A dye
sensitizers, indicating electron transport facilitation through the π-spacer. The carbon atoms
of the alkyl chain attached to the π-spacer showed charge accretion. The RB 10–BDTA
molecule showed the possibility of electron transport, unlike RB 10, RB 10–Et, and RB
10–NO2, where the charged regions were localized. In RB 10–BDTA–A, the shift towards
the π-donor junction was observed. Thus, RB 10–BDTA–A exhibited a better efficiency than
the other designs, attributed to the strong electron-withdrawing group in the acceptor unit.

Figure 12 shows the electron localization function of the RB 10, RB 10–Et, RB 10–NO2,
RB 10–BDTA, and RB 10–BDTA–A sensitizers. The electrons were localized mostly at the
donor unit, whereas the acceptor triazine unit showed less electron localization.
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The ground state HOMO-LUMO energies and the HLG values of RB 10, RB 10–Et, RB
10–NO2, RB 10–BDTA, and RB 10–BDTA–A are reported in Table 2. The lowest value of
HLG, i.e., 0.25 eV, corresponds to the RB 10–BDTA–A dye sensitizer. The RB 10–BDTA–A
dye sensitizer showed the highest destabilization of the HOMO energy level, attributed
to the lowest HLG value. The presence of the –Et and –NO2 groups on the triazine ring
(acceptor) in RB 10–Et and RB 10–NO2, dye sensitizers, respectively, led to an opposite effect
of the substituent wherein the –NO2 (an electron-withdrawing group) showed a decrease
(of 0.09 eV), whereas the –Et (an electron-donating group) brought about an increase of
0.02 eV in the bandgap. Thus, RB 10–Et exhibited the highest value of HLG in agreement
with the highest destabilization of its LUMO energy levels. It was thus inferred based
on the HLG value that the ease of electron transportability was at a maximum in the RB
10–BDTA–A dye sensitizer.

Table 2. The HOMO-LUMO energies and the HLG value of RB10, RB10–Et, RB10–NO2, and RB10–
BDTA dye sensitizers.

RB 10 RB 10–Et RB 10–NO2 RB 10–BDTA RB 10–BDTA–A

HOMO
(eV) −6.50 −6.36 −6.58 −5.57 −5.29

LUMO
(eV) −3.49 −3.33 −3.66 −5.22 −5.04

HLG
(eV) 3.01 3.03 2.92 0.35 0.25

The HOMO-LUMO distributions on the optimized RB 10, RB 10–Et, RB 10–NO2,
RB 10–BDTA, and RB 10–BDTA–A structures are shown in Figure 13. The π molecular
orbitals were distributed over the central benzylic rings in RB 10, RB 10–Et, and RB 10–
NO2 structures, whereas the LUMOs were delocalized more on the –C=O and –C(O)OH
substituted aromatic rings. The HOMOs and the LUMOS of RB 10–BDTA and RB 10–BDTA–
A were distributed over the donor-π units. Additionally, the S atom of –SO3H had HOMO
orbitals, whereas the LUMO orbitals resided on the neighboring O atoms in RB 10–BDTA.
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Figure 14 represents the theoretically calculated FT-IR spectra of the RB 10, RB 10–Et,
RB 10–NO2, RB 10–BDTA, and RB 10–BDTA–A dye sensitizers. RB 10 dye showed a strong
stretching due to the aromatic –C–H group at 1520 cm−1. A carbonyl (C=O) stretching was
observed at 1680 cm−1 and a C–O stretching at 1790 cm−1. A small band due to =C–H
stretching vibrations appeared at 3037 cm−1. The vibrational band of C–N stretching was
observed at 1249 cm−1. The IR spectra for RB 10–Et, RB 10–NO2, and RB–BDTA showed a
similarity. The band of –NO2 appeared in RB 5–NO2 IR spectra, whereas the band due to
the aromatic stretching intensified in the spectra of RB 5–BDTA. The band at 1075 cm−1

arose due to C–O stretching of the vinyl ether in the IR spectra of RB 5–BDTA–A. Due to
the striking geometrical transformation, the C–O stretch was apparent. At 735 cm−1, a peak
due to cis disubstituted C=C was observed due to the olefinic carbons of the acceptor unit.
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Figure 14. Theoretically obtained FT-IR spectra of RB 10, RB 10–Et, RB 10–NO2, RB 10–BDTA, and
RB 10–BDTA–A dye sensitizers.

The DOS plots for the RB 10, RB 10–Et, RB 10–NO2, RB 10–BDTA, and RB 10–BDTA–A
sensitizers are depicted in Figure 15. The maximum contribution of the donor unit towards
the HOMO-LUMO orbitals was observed in the RB 10–BDTA and RB 10–BDTA–A dye
sensitizers. The bandgaps obtained from the DOS revealed that among RB 10, RB 10–Et, RB
10–NO2, RB 10–BDTA, and RB 10–BDTA–A, the frontier molecular orbitals of RB 10–BDTA–
A were closely spaced compared to others and favored the electron transport. This was in
good agreement with the HOMO-LUMO distributions obtained in this study. The DOS
analysis confirmed that the introduction of BDTA π-spacer reduced the HLG significantly.
This was further lowered by attaching an acceptor unit to the dye molecule through the
π-spacer. Hence, the π-spacer-based RB 10–BDTA and RB 10–BDTA–A sensitizers are
expected to exhibit a better efficiency for DSSC applications.
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4.3. Comparison of Modified Dyes

The planarity of the dye sensitizers is a crucial factor influencing the efficiency of the
DSSCs [65]. RB 5 and the modified RB 5-based dye sensitizers (RB 5, RB 5–Et, RB 5–NO2)
showed a non-planar geometry, which reduced the conjugation in these systems. On the
other hand, RB 10, RB 10–Et, and RB 10–NO2 structures were almost planar due to a small
dihedral angle. This led to maximum conjugation in these structures. The structure with
maximum conjugation leads to a better charge delocalization [36]. The donor-π-acceptor
type sensitizers, namely RB 5–BDTA, RB 5–BDTA–A, RB 10–BDTA, and RB 10–BDTA–
A, exhibited a non-planar geometry because of the reduced degree of conjugation. The
electrostatic potential maps revealed that in both the dye sensitizers (for all the cases), the
triazine ring was in the electrostatic positive region and thus acted as a good acceptor. A
shift of charge accretion was observed near the donor-π junction in both RB 5–BDTA and
RB 10–BDTA dye sensitizer molecules. The shift was more apparent when cyanoacrylic acid
was used as the acceptor unit. This shift was linked to the electron-withdrawing capacity
of the nitrile group. Moreover, the stabilization that resulted from the resonating structures
acted as a driving force for the electron shift. This indicated the improved electronic
transport properties in both types of donor-π-acceptor systems. The electron localization
functions for all the systems were in agreement with those from the electrostatic potential
maps. For a favorable electron injection, it is expected that the LUMO of the acceptor should
be above the conduction band of the conducting oxide material. The LUMO energies of all
the sensitizers were compared with a typical TiO2 oxide conduction band (−4.2 eV) [67]. All
the dye sensitizers except RB 10–BDTA and RB 10–BDTA–A had a LUMO placed at higher
energy with respect to the conduction band of TiO2. Thus, compared to RB 10–BDTA and RB
10–BDTA–A, the electron injection was more feasible in other dye sensitizers. RB 5–BDTA–A
and RB 10–BDTA–A showed the lowest HLG values among their respective group because
of their highest destabilization of the HOMO energy level. The highest destabilization was
observed in RB 5–NO2 and RB 10–Et, leading to a maximum value of HLG.

The RB 10–BDTA–A sensitizer was adjudged with better electron injection performance
based on the above results. The DOS plots showed that the donor unit contributed to a
maximum extent in the frontier molecular orbitals of the RB 5–BDTA, RB 5–BDTA–A, RB
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10–BDTA, and RB 10–BDTA–A sensitizers. Moreover, the RB 10–BDTA–A showed better
electronic transport properties. Collectively, based on the DFT calculations, it was inferred
that the design based on the donor-π-acceptor strategy is effective for designing a DSSC
using reactive dyes.

5. Conclusions

This study reports the first principle DFT investigation of the donor-π-acceptor type
and functionally modified reactive dyes (RB 5 and RB 10) to improve their efficiency in
designing an efficient sensitizer for DSSC application. Of the three design strategies used,
the one based on the anchoring of functional groups (–Et and –NO2) on the dye molecule
using synthetic transformation was unfavorable. The DFT investigation revealed no change
in the electronic properties of the dye sensitizers. The effect was not apparent due to the
small size of the NO2 and Et groups compared to the dye structures. A great improvement
was observed in a donor-π-acceptor design where the results improved drastically. The
electrostatic potential maps of the BDTA spacer-based sensitizers namely showed a shift in
charge density near the donor-π junction, indicating the better transportability of electrons.
The electron localization function maps confirmed the observed shifts of charge densities
from the electrostatic potential maps. The HLG reduced significantly from 2.28 to 1.60 eV
(for RB 5–BDTA–A) and from 3.01 to 0.25 eV (for RB 10–BDTA–A) on using donor-π-acceptor
implying a better electron injection efficiency. Despite the non-planar geometries of RB 5–
BDTA, RB 5–BDTA–A, RB 10–BDTA, and RB10–BDTA–A, the extent of conjugation reduced
and the electronic properties improved in both cases due to the presence of a π-spacer.

The RB10–BDTA–A showed the best electron injection efficiency among all the studied
sensitizers. The overall results showed that for designing a dye sensitizer from reactive
dye, the donor-π-acceptor strategy is the most suitable one. Apart from this, the study
also revealed that, when attaching an external π-spacer, the modifications can be made
by identifying the intramolecular donor-acceptor regions. The intramolecular insertion
of a π-spacer was found to produce comparable results to that of a conventional donor-
π-acceptor system. This study can further be extended for designing sensitizers with
enhanced efficiency for the DSSC with greater ease of synthetic feasibility.
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